
Report 3- 2015  LAMU for BiO and NCMM, Monday, September  21st 9.30– 11.30 
 
Present: Ingrid Kjelsvik, Elisa Bjørgo, Sandra Lopez- Aviles, Eshrat Babaie, Gladys Tjørhom,  
               Ingrid Guldvik, and Liv Bjørland (secretary). 
 
Not present: Knut Andresen, Espen Lyng Andersen 
 
Item 1-3/15 The LAMU-report-2 from 08.06.15 was approved with minor corrections. 
 
Item  2-3/15 Presentation by Espen Lyng Andersen postponed for the next meeting 
 
Item 3-3/15 Short briefings. 
 
1. Flour mites in the mouse facility were discovered 04.08.15. We contacted Oslo 
Veggdyrkontroll the same day. The attack was huge. There were no mice in the 
mouse-lab, and it was immediately isolated.  Oslo Veggdyrkontroll removed the source   
and several infected items and sprayed the lab twice and later the whole lab- area once. We 
have inspected the area regularly and sprayed ourselves on local places several 
times. It seems now that the attack has burned out.   
2. Mycobacterium Marinum:  There has been confirmed an infection with Mycobacterium in the 
Zebrafish facility, the source from abroad. The specific fish tribe developing granuloma has been 
killed. All equipment have been washed and autoclaved. As a precaution new fish are sent for 
investigation. The facility is trying to establish a way to get the water analyzed. We have high dose 
UV treatment of the water. This mycobacterium may infect people working with the fish, especially 
through scars on hands, but Ullevål recommends no treatment before known infection. Symptoms 
are scars that will not heal. The M.Marinum is not transmitted between people. 
3. The minus 150 freezer. We got a brand new freezer from the supplier. Everything is working fine.  
4. Internal audit for Medical and health research at the Faculty of Medicine 
We are working to get all REK-application and REK-approvals archived in e-phorte, replacing the 
local archiving. We are nearly done with our own projects, but still some work to do where we are 
just part of collaboration. 
 
Item 4-3/15  The CO2 measurements. The report by Knut Andresen postponed for next meeting 
 
Item 5-3/15  The result of the management review, June 29th 2015, was noted with no comments                       
 
Item 6-3/15  Safety inspection the 23rd and 24th. Groups that cannot participate will get a new  
                    date  early  October 
 
Item 7-3/15  No other matters 
                                  
Item 8-3/15  The 4th LAMU-meeting  in 2015  
                     Decided 23.November  9.30-11-30.    
                                                   
Attached to agenda: 
- Item 1  LAMU-report 2  08.06.15 
- Item 5 The management review 

 
22.10.15 Liv Bjørland 
 


